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Catholic university a
necessity, says Pope
VATICAN CITY <RNS) -

Pope Paul reaffi rmed the
role a nd func ti on of a
Catholic uni vers ity as a
treas ury of " humanis tic,
sc ie ntific and Ca tholic
teaching and tradition" in an
appeal here to Itahan
Catholics to " save " the
University of Sacred Hear t
in Milan.
"The Catholic university is
necessa r y," he ass~ r ted,
pointing out that 1t e~c ourages "the sy nthesi s
between Chris tian and
profane <secular) thought,
tha t synthesis on which our
'civilization is based" and
contributes to an "increase
in modern culture . .. one of
the greatest duties of our
times."
The Pope, former Archbishop of Milan, declared
tha t "the life of a true and
modern free university "
requires support, especially
financial support.
NOTING difficulties of

Catholic educa tion in " other
coun tries " the pontiff said
" this be acon of Ca tholic
culture in Italy must not be
extinguished for a grea t deal
was done to light it. "
He observed that the
Church has always been a
great supporter of schools,
from primary a nd popula r
schools to a dvanced schools
and
special ized
for
professional traini ng.
" The Church has been and
is a t the same time the
teacher of knowledge and
wisdom," he said.
"THROUGH THE divine
will she has the intelligence
of the first principles and the
ultimate ends of knowledge,
even to the · extent of imposing her free _a nd riP.or~s
influence on rational studies.
" The Church offers the
uni versity ... a dignity and
an authority which truly
confirms its right to signify
itself today with the title
'alma mater.' "
The Catholic university in
Milan has about 20,000
students, and includes a
medical facility in Rome. It
does not receive aid from the
Italian government.
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A University of Connecticut
law professor yester d~y w_as
named dean ·of the Umvers1ty
of San Diego's School of Law.
Dr. Author E . Hughes, president of USD, said Donald T.
Weckstein will take over as
head of the law school from
acting dean Joseph S. Brock.
Weckstein, 40, received hi_s
bachelor's degree from the Umversity of Wisconsin in 1954 an~
holds law degrees from the Ufi!.·
versity of Texas and Yale Uruversity.
HOLDS MAJOR'S RANK
He has served in the U.S.
Army Reserves, Judge A?vo. cate General's Corps , smce
· 1958, holds the rank of major
and is an instructor at the .
Advocate General 's
1 Judge
DONALD T. WECKSTEIN
School. ... from Connecticut
Weckstein is a member of the : - - - -- - -- -- - Texas Bar Association, the Connecticut Bar Association and
the American Bar Association.
As a member of the Association of American Law Schools,
he served as chairman of the
National Conference on Education in the Professional ResponDonald T. Weckstein, law
sibilities of the Lawyer in 1968
professor at the University
and was chairman of the Round
of Connecticut, has been
Table Council on Professional
appointed dean of the
1968
from
Responsibility
University of San Diego's
through 1971.
School of Law.
From 1970 to 1971, Weckstein
His appointment, sucwas director of training and a
ceeding acting dean Joseph
member of the board of direcBrock, was announced this
tors of the Hartford Center for
week by Dr. Author E .
iDispute Settlement.
Hughes, USO president.
FEDERAL SPECIALIST
Dean Weckstein received
He is a specialist in federal
his BBA from the University .
legal . pro~esjur isdiction,
of Wisconsin in 1954, his LLB
arbitration.
and
sionalism
from the University of Texas
Weckstein and his wife have
in 1958 and his LLM from
three daughters aged 10, 8 and
Yale School of Law in 1959.
7.
He is education editor in
The new dean worked as an
assistant professor at the Unithe Professional Respollversity of Connecticut from
sibilities of the Lawyer and
1959 to 1962, then went to the
legal
to
contributor
University of Tennessee as an
publications . Active in
associate professor.
community, he was a
He became a full professor at ,
member of Temple Anshe
Tennessee in 1966, then re- ·
Sholom and Jewish Comturned to the University of Conmunity Center in Hartford,
necticut as a full professor in
Conn.
1967.

fic~c~;;·.7Y;;;.-.i,..,, USD names new~ ·' \
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W oman Beats

The Odds, Heads
ASBAtUSD
By JEAN ETTE BRA IN
Dorothy Florence is a young woman of determination and
self-confidence, and she was sure she could win.
She wanted to be president of the Associated Student Body at
the University of San Diego:
No woman ever had held that job, and the preponderance of
student voters on campus are male. Enrolled are approximately
850 men and 750 women.
She is a Baptist, and the great majority of voting students
are Catholic.
And she is Negro, and wa ~
asking the votes of hundreds of whites and students from 22 forth
WORKED AS TELLER
eign countries.
Y,
she
Diego
San
in
Later,
FlorMiss
vote,
In the first
worked as a teller in the ex- Ci
ence tied with a man, Gary
change departments of three A
Schons. In the run-off this week,
banks.
she won handily.
"But I'd look at my job and
That she will be an extraorthen I'd look at my son and I'd sr
dinary ASB president became
know I'd have to aim higher " pl
evident with her first presiden' th
she said .
tial announcement: She would
She received an under- m
not accept the $1,500 a year
graduate scholarship from the E
-~;,•,_, salary that goes with the job.
University of San Diego and be" I wanted to prove that the m
gan prelaw studies in political cl
presidency should be motivated ai
science. She has completed Ir
by civic service and not by e1
three years' work in, two years. h:
monetary gain," said the young SJ
Her average is higher than 3.0 ti
woman who is working her way
on a scale of 4.0.
i:
through college.
P~sitive ideas are guiding a
It took Miss Florence a long fc
time to move from high school cc , her m her determination to be a P•
f€
·
lawyer.
in Virginia to college in Cali- nc
sh · " I want to serve people, and I hi
fornia.
"It's hard for a student from fo i want to do it in an integrated
a poor family to get a loan to J ! office. I don't want to be cut off s<
I
9:
from anybody.
go to college," she said, "and foi
" And I don't want to get bog- A
'
th1
fampoor
very
we were a very,
-staff Photo
ged down trying to establish ·
ily."
The fir t woman president of the Associated Student Body of the
new legislation - I want to exercise the correct and fair in- ht
m
MODELED IN EAST
Unive rsity of San Diego, Miss Dorothy Florence, wor~s in the univer· g laws." d:
terpretat1·on of ex1·stm
good looks and R,
stunning
Her
h
d
h
de
h·
.
Jc
an_attorney.
C
partment to inance er stu ies to ecome_ _
sity istory
SUPPLEMENTSOUGHT
_ _ _ _ _ tall, slender figure got mod, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1
w
M'
. eling jobs for her in the East.
1ss Florence is working in y,
Then she came to California to T .
€ ' the offices of Dr. Raymond fE
be married.
I Brandes, chairman of the his- p
Two good things came out of
tory department, and hopes to
her brief marriage which was Tt
obtain a grant supplement from fr
annulled: She adopted a boy, fo_f
the Office of Educational Op- 7
Michael, now 3. She found em- Ir
L1 / portunity to finance further law c
_ ployment.
1
,&
.
· st~d_y.
1, She is very frank to state that
/.
success
a
be
to
gou!~
Im
·;
because
job
first
~other
o/she
Cl i for my son, she declared. "My F
e. she 1s Negro.
" I was in Long Beach at a he i mother worked for less than $3
. Itime when the Bank of America Sa , a day to put me through high 01
!Iwas having a lot of trouble,' ' wi ( s_chool. ~ want to make educa- b,
~ he related. "The Congress for ~OJ t!On easier for my son than it al
p
! Racial Equality was demon~ Id€ was for me."
lheJ . Has there been adverse reac- st
. slrating.
ed me ~ hon on campus to having a Ne- w
" The bank of ic'a
· · inh tn ho. gro woman as a student body tr
· ·
i to tak
fr
president?
1 show that the staff was intc-=?':M1
Says Miss Florence, "At a th,
i grated. I took it. I needed a job, \ Im
wi university based on religious wi
and they trained me."
Miss Florence felt a strong a_n . philosophy, any person who art
surge of ambition on that job. bo , Judges incidental qualities _
" I knew that the eyes of the l\l!J ; such as a broad nose, high 'S
,
community were on me and ku cheekbones and kinky hair _
instead of judging Dorothy has y;
that I'd better do a darn good
'
C< to be ~ very narrow-minded to
job."
th,
person.
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TO ADDRESS USD GRADUATES -

Dr. William D. McElroy, chance~
UCSD, left, and Walter J. Hickel,
· former secretary of interior, are this year's University of San Diego commencement speakers. Dr.
McElroy addresses the USD graduating class at
3 p.m. Sunday, May 28, in the Civic Theatre, San
Diego. Hickel, former governor of Alaska, will speak
at the School of Law commencement 3 p.m. Saturday, May 27, in the university's Greek Theatre.

' \/1s,A ~ ·- ~ .14 117~

Dr. Hughes explains...

I

1

Football, student run
DR. AUTHO R HUGHES clarified the University's relation to the Club
Football program in a recent memo. It stated that Coach Vinci is employed exclusively by the AS and is " fully responsible for his activities and welfare as an employee."
Vinci is not a faculty member, but the University supports the Club
Football program by supplying Vinci with an office and by allowing the
football team to use the athletic facilities under the direction of Coach
Woolpert, athletic director of the university.
The Club Football program is operated by the students through the AS
and the Board of Directors that the AS has appointed for governing the
program.
·
THE UNIVERSITY athletic program is within the administrative
direction of Dean Terry Shoaff, to whom all problems concerning the
program should be referred .
It was also explained that the university is not involving itself in a
varsity inter-collegiate football program.
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Graduation ceremon ies

USD head reports
merger complete

THREE GRADUATES - Three unusual graduates who
received degrees from the University of San Diego
Law School on Saturday. Robert Deems, left, who is
blind and Sister Sally Furay, new provost of USD,
both received law degrees. The dog, Gretchen, also
received a degree - the PhT, "putting him through"
- for leading Deem s during his years of study.
Deems, 40-year-old grandfather, and blind since the
age of 12 can be seen holding Gretchen's degree
and his own. Sister Furay has studied for her law
degree while an administrator of USD in recent years.
She is now RSCJ, BA, MA, PhD and JD. - SC photo

Sister Furay named
university provost
IT WAS announced at the
USD Commencement that
er Sally Furay has been
ppointed provost of the
university. She had been
v ice - president for
curriculum development and
student affairs since 1971.

Dr. Henry Martin, vicepresident for academic
affairs, has resigned and will
be teaching at USD. Temporarily acting as dean is Dr.
Ernest Morin, professor of
political science.
The new post of provost at
USD puL<; Sister Furay in
second administrativ e
position after the president,
Dr. Author Hughes. During
1968-69 Bishop John R. Quinn
held the post of provost,
newly created as a link
between the then College for
Men and College for Women.
Sister Furay will be in
charge of all academic affa irs, faculty , students and
curriculum.

IN A SURPRISE announcement to the Law
School graduating class, the
president of the University of
San Diego, Dr. Author E .
Hughes, Jr ., said that
merger of the two corporate
schools on the USD campus
has been achieved.
Speaking at the Law
School 's commencemen t
exercises on Saturday, Dr.
Hughes told the graduates
that they represented "the
first Law School class of the
unified USD ."
He said the boards of
trustees of the Women's
College and USD Men 's
College met May 18 and
agreed to the merger. Steps
towards this merger have
been taken for the past four
years.
Law degrees went to 173
graduates
and
were
presented by Bishop Leo T.
Maher. Honorary degrees
were given to fo rmer
Governor of Alaska Walter
J. Hickel and Judge Jacob
Weinberger , senior judge of
the U.s. district court.
ON SUNDAY in the Civic
Theatre , degrees were
conferred on 249 undergraduates, 30 masters of
arts, and 43 masters of
education.
Dr . William McElroy,
chancellor, UCSD , commencement speaker, and
Sister M. Aimee Rossi ,
RSCJ , academic dean
emeritus,
College for
Women, received honorary
doctor of laws degrees.
Dr. McElroy stressed that
private
colleges
and
universities "large or small,

prestigious
and
nondescript are in serious
trouble" because of accumulating deficits. "The
fate of private colleges is of
high national concern, " he
said.
WITHOUT

PRIVATE

colleges, he added, "public
colleges cannot guarantee
the degree of educational
vitality and choice so
necessary for many of our
young people and so healthy
for a successful educational
system ."
Bishop Maher told the law
school commencement that
while the "characteristic
feature of democratic
government is rule of the
m~jority, true democracy is
more than majority rule majority rule could be a mob
rule.
" True and effective
democracy must consist in
minority rights under
majority rule , but this
cannot be unless the
q:iaj ority repudiates the
blasphemy that numbers
make truth .. . unless it
subordinates will to reason."
AT THE USD ceremonies,
Bishop Maher said the
"malaise of the American
spirit" has come about
because "we have become a
loose aggregation of private
persons who give higher
priority to our personal
pleasures than to collective
endeavors."
"We must bring ourselves
to make personal sacrifices
required to sustain the
domestic order or international authority," he
said.
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Backbone of the system
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Six steps to survival for private colleges
The future of private schools and colleges hangs in
the balance. Can they survive? Dr. William D.
McElroy, chancellor of UCSD , speaking to graduates
of USD at Commencement mapped their "road to
survival" in these words which are extracted from his
full address , May 28, 1972.
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By Dr. William D. McElroy

I HAVE SPENT the better part of my life as either a
student or faculty member of private institutions Stanford, Reed, Princeton, and then for 20 years,
Johns Hopkins. You might even say that my experience has sensitized me to the plight of America 's
private institutions of higher education.
Make no mistake : private institutions - large and
sma ll, prestigious and non-descript - are in serious
trouble. Many of us have read of the enormous
fi nancial deficits experienced . by our large private
uni versities.
The Johns Hopkins University, for example, ended
its last fi scal year $4½ million in th e red . Princeton
is repo rted to be facing a $2.4 million deficit this
year . Everywhere we r ead of the accumulating deficits and resulting cr ies of anguish from our nation's
premier private universities.
BUT DESPITE the publicity from the famous institutions, the problem is often a matter of basic
survival in the four-year private liberal-arts colleges,
which, of course, includes church-related colleges.
The Very Rev. Paul C. Reinhert, president of St. Louis
University, recently disclosed that within the last year
one private college has been closed or taken into the
public sector each week.
According to Father Reinert: "Almost all of our
1,500 colleges have slipped backward. Some are
closing ; some are merging ; some are only one-half
alive .. . Hundreds will have spent their unrestricted
endowments within four or five years and that's all
they had."
The fate of private colleges and universities is an
item of high national concern. Without these institutions the public colleges and universities cannot
guarantee the degree of educational vitality and
choice so necessary for many of our young people and
so healthy for a successful educational system.

Dr. McElroy

The historic fact is that until recent years , the
private liberal-arts college was the backbone of our
system of higher education . Harvard was· founded as
one in 1636. In succeeding years, hundreds sprang up,
often only one step behind the frontier as it marched
westward. And in those days, like today, ma ny of
these under-financed colleges engendered a strong
loyalty.
WITH THE CRE ATION of the land grant colleges
after the Civil War, private colleges began to face a
new level of competition from the states. Then, with
the founding of The Johns Hopkins University in 1876,
graduate education, symbolized by the award of the
Doctor of Philosophy degr ee, came to America and
the modern uni versity was born . .
After World War II , virtually every state increased
enormously its expenditures for higher education,
often creating - as we have here in California - an
extraordinary system of public higher education .
Today , parent and student alike fac e a bewildering
va riety of choices for education after high shcool. One
effect of this competition has been hard times for mos t
private liberal-arts colleges .
While many of us will admit that some margi nal
private colleges ought not survive , few of us here
toda y will dispute the princi pal that both private an d
public sectors of higher education should exist in the
United,States.
FO R YEARS P UN DITS (often possessed of endowed chairs ) have said that institutions like the
University of San Diego should not exist, a nd if they
did, they would soon disappear between the pressures
of the public junior or co mmunity colleges and the
state colleges and uni versities .
In the case of the Uni versity of San Diego, this view
i<: n tPnth,

h<:11r

h11 t

rPmin

vo11
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There are, it seems to me, two ways blessed by
history and confirmed by current event to insure the
survival and prosperity of the private liberal-arts
colleges, including those like the University of San
Diego with attached professional schools. Both ways
are interwined, both difficult to separate, both ideally
working together to mutually r einforce each other.
FIRST IS WHAT might be ·called deep, emotional

loyalty to the institution by those it touched, be they
students , parents, trustees, or just friends . Somehow,
regardless of the quality, regardless of its distinction
to the public, some institutions have been able to
achieve that loyalty which has insured "their continuation . I suspect this is often a function of age and
history.
Some colleges, mainly through - historical good
fortune , have developed a clientele vitally affected by
its success, quite apart from its educational accomplishments and competitiveness. One-day, some
years hence, I predict the University of San Diego will
have this sustaining strength.
But for the University of San Diego today and most
private liberal-arts colleges - this is certainly not the
situation.
·
THE SECOND ROAD to survival is far more typical
and, I believe, far more important to the maintenance
of a healthy private higher education sector. It is a
simple concept to express, .but difficult to achieve:
private liberal-arts colleges must offer clear-cut and
· successful alternatives to state colleges and universities.
Too many colleges aspire to be, for instance, a
western Amherst or a southern Reed College . And yet,
higher education, I believe, would be healthier if
there were more, not less, differentiation.

Differentness for the sake of difference is not what
I'm advocating. Nor am I advocating a compromise
with educational quality, for future employees will
recognize competence even if a poor faculty can't. But
we have to be careful how we use that word quality,
fq.r it ·should have different meanings in different
situations.
EVERYONE ENDORSES quality, but I for one
refuse to believe that there exists an absolute standard which is always applicable in every, situation.
The standard of quality of an institution's training , say
health technicians, should be measured by how well
. they equip graduates to do a technician's job in the
health field.
Similarly, a college which believes its goal is to
equip its graduates for immediate public service and
business careers should not be judged by the number
of students it sends to graduate schools .
Accepting this, how can the private liberal-arts
college present an attractive alternative to the public?
How c~m it appeal to those who want something not
offered by the state-supported institutions? And how
can it make that alternative so valuable that parents
and students are willing to pay the considerable additional cost?
AND HOW can this difference be utilized to attract
private donors , those indi viduals·, foundations , and
corporations who have so often made the difference
between the good and the excellent, between the
standard and the inno vative?
I can conc eive of at least six differences which
could di stingui sh a private li beral-a rts college from
its state competitors.
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"Big day at Bible School! David slew Goliath,
water was turned into wine at Cana, and Lazarus
got raised from t_h e dead."

The first of these differences is an intangible. lt
might simply be called institutional personality. It is
difficult to define, . and certainly more difficult to
achieve. But it's real, and you can experience it on a
campus if you look closely and are sensitive. Often it's
a certain style, often it's the pr.oduct of history and
even curriculum.
PROBABLY THIS elusive thing called personality
is related to size, my second noteworthy difference. In
truth, there is nothing magic about size, except that
most of us believe in this day of 25,000 student campuses, there is a certain comfortableness about a scale
which most of us can handle. Clearly the small,
private liberal arts colleges should capitalize on this
asset, for it is one of their strongest.
A third difference avaii'able to some private colleges
is that they can emphasize the particular religious or
moral commitment of their founders . The University
of San Diego is "dedicated to the ideals of Catholic
wisdom combined with those of liberal education. "
This moral emphasis is a distinction and an asset
attractive to many prospective students and donors.
There are many who believe wisdom and learning are
not synonymous, many who believe the proper
combination of the two is better than absolute devotion
to either.
But this dist,lriction, would seem to be a doubleedged sword. Many young people are not content r p
develop primarily a moral base for later decision.
They also expect to learn that basic competence in
fundamental disciplines so necessary to live in the
post-baccalaureate world. I see no · reason why both
moral values and academic competence cannot be
complimentary and mutually reinforcing.
A FOURTH DIFFERENCE, a fourth asset of the
private liberal-arts college, is the ability to do a few
things well rather than meet the requirements to do
many things regardless of the assets on hand . In my
experience, many of our private colleges have i~nore_d
this point, and have falsely believed that a wide but
necessarily thin offering would be most desired by
their prospective students .
A fifth asset of the private college has to do with
flexibility, particularly with the institution's ability to
respond to student suggestions and requirements
within a reasonable time. Of course, this is also a
function of size in many cases, yet we know of small
institutions which are as bureaucratic as giant ones.
- Finally, let me mention another possible asset of the
private college, one which will have more credence
with parents than with students.
THE SMALL PRIVATE institution, in contradistinction to the mammoth state or federal institution, is often forced into a style of management
which eJillphasizes a leanness, a toughness of approach
resulting in an unusually high degree of efficiency in
the business affairs of the college. Probably ·this is
because limited means often force an ingenuity of
effort usually lost in a large bureaucracy. At any rate,
it seems to me that efficiency of business and
management operations is ofter:i a very strong asset
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choice so necessary for many of our young people and
so healthy for a successful e.ducational system.
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The historic fact is that until recent years, the
private liberal-arts college was the backbone of our
system of higher education. Harvard was founded as
one in 1636. In succeeding years , hundreds sprang up,
often only one step behind the frontier as it marched
westward. And in those days, like today, many of
these under-financed colleges engendered a strong
loyalty.
WITH THE CREATION of the land grant colleges
after the Civil War, private colleges began to face a
new level of competition from the states. Then, with
the founding of The Johns Hopkins University in 1876,
graduate education, symbolized by the award of the
Doctor of Philosophy degree, came to America and
th_e modern university was born ..
After World War II , virtually every state increased
enormously its expenditures for higher education,
often creating - as we have here in California - an
extraordinary system of public higher education.
Today, parent and student alike face a bewtlderin
variety of choices for education after high shcool. One
effect of this competition has been hard times for most
private liberal-arts colleges.
While many of us will admit that some marginal
private colleges ought not survive, few of us here
today will dispute the principal that both private and
public sectors of higher education should exist in the
United , States .
FOR YEARS PUNDITS (often possessed of endowed chairs ) have said that institutions like the
University of San Diego should not exist, and if they
did, they would soon disappear between the pressures
of the public junior or community colleges and the
state colleges and universities .
In the case of the University of San Diego , this view
is patently absurd, but I remind you of Father
Reinert's comments that many liberal-arts colleges
have, in fact, not survived.
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Formal Ties
With Dio~ese
Public
Funding
Sought

Thursday, Jun& S, ·1972

USO Cuts Formal
Ties With Diocese

(Continued)
to be conducted over the re- mus
t be a "free-standing $475
,000 BEQUEST
m_aining 0moi:iths of . ~s year scho
ol" capable of operating efwill bem1I1
At
! 10n,
. rais"e a mimmum .of ficie
$1.5
Hughes said . . nt1y,, and economically "on , the the same time yesterday,
school announced plans ~or
" The funds will consist of gifts its
own ,1
· a five-to-seven year fund dnv e
·
contribu ted by pare nts, alumni,
Hughes noted the university · to raise $7 339,800 for "improvecorporations, businesses, foun- has
raised tuition costs to $55 : men t and enchancement" of
" dations and friends of the uni- per
unit but said student fees the school.
versity and the Religious of the
'd ' n1 bo t
Hughes said USD
Sacred Hea rt."
prov1 e o Y a u • per cen t ceived a bequest from has rethe Ste40
.
.
"
ber Foundation of $475,000 that
the school's operatmg costs.
!he fund driv
e, title
d ~~Il!- ofHe
also
said
the
scho
ol 's enlays the foundation for the
mi_tment to Human ~alues, JS rollm
ent is 60 per cent Catholic,
bemg headed by R1~hard P. 40
drive. That gift was earm arke d
per cent non-Catholic.
· for a new School of Business
Woltman , exec~tive vice presi"If we'r e going to extend our.
Administration.
dent of a San Diego bank.
.
selves beyond the Catholic
"The first phase of the dnve
~•I ~£firm to the fou~ders of Chu
rch,
then
we
ough
t
to
look
this fme sch?Ol of learn1~g th~t beyo
(Continued on B-8, Col. 4)
nd the Catholic Chu
the leadership of s.an ~1e~o.
1s support," Hughes said. rch for
prep ared _to shar e 1~ t1!!s Jomt
While seeking large gifts, apventure . m educat10n, Wol- plyi
ng for federal aid and seektma n said.
ing
Hughes disclosed that USD cial to establish a sound finanhas been operating at an an- to footing, USD will continue
nuaI deficit with a total deficit thanbe a student-teacher r athe r
research-oriented
into date of $1.2 milJion. The stitu
tion , the president said.
school will operate in the red
Up to now, the university conthis yea r by $225,000, he said .
sisted of the USD School of Law
"It is mandatory we
ce and the Coliege
Men and the
that deficit until we operredu
ate on College for Womfor
en.
a break-even basis," Hughes
Under its new organizational
said . He emphasized, however , stru
that USD is not on the verge of Schoctur e, Hughes said, the
ol of Law will be ex. financial collapse.
panded, the department of edu-The school president explain- catio
n will become the School
. ed the financial pict ure was of
Education, a School of Busi- ,
part ly responsible for the deci- ness
. sion to seve r the university and tabli Administration will be esshed and the College of
the church.
Arts and Sciences will be con- 1
"In orde r to mak e this ven- tinue
d.
ture as viable as possible, we
" Within the framework of
need to insure the participation thes
e four schools existing pro.
of both religious and lay gram
s as well as inovative ·ones
groups," he said.
will be enriched at USD," the
To do this, he added, USD pres
ident said.
1

By RON FULKERSON_
The University of San Diego,
rompted by financial pr~bpl
d plans to expand mems an
has brostructional p_rogr~tmh \he Cath
oken formal ties w1
.
lie diocese that owned it.
The school thus beco_mes a
rivate university that will seek
~upport from secular sources.
" Although still devoted to t~e
rincipals and values of. Ch1·1st
p this new institution I~
· · · ly indepen d nt " saidcomh
plete
t he
e '
b'
Most Rev. Leo T. Mahe~, ~ •
op of the Ro1!1an Catholic D10; cese of San Diego. h
hool
Dr Author E. Hug es, sc
·
d
"
president, ad~e , We are no
longer associated wi_·th. the.
church in terms of re?e;vmg financial support from it.
COLLEGES MERGE-D
.
USD recently merged . with
the San Diego College f?~ Womf
en , owned by thte ~ellg10us. o
the Sacred Hear or er.
Students from the two schools
had been atte nding coedu,c ational classes for the past f?ur
dmg
year"" but technica
. lly atten
sepa",
rate institut10
ns an d pay.
ing tuition to sepa rate orgamzations .
With the move, said J?r.
Hughes, USD inten_dt~ to
·ts leve l of recogm rnn
~ommunity and begin to seek
federal funds and secular support to replace the lost church
backing.
Re rese ntatives of both the
dioc !e and the Religious of the
Sacred Hea rt orde r will serve
on the new sch~ol's boa ~10~i
trustees - meamng the s .
will maintain stro ng Cathohc
ties.
Both the diocese an d .the
. or·
der will continue , in addition . to
.de staff and
hmg
provstan
1 ce to USD teac
assi
, Hughes
said.
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TO OUR READERS
Dear friends,
You will find an envelope in this issue of the
Southern Cross. It enables you to give $3 towards
the cost of providing this newspaper to you for
half a year.
The Optimum Cover Plan, started irt January,
is in operation in most parishes of this diocese.
You, the readers, have the chance to play your
part through this envelope.
The $3 you put into the envelope will go to
reimburse your parish for its investment and
faith in the Southern Cross. That is why we ask
you to put your parish name on the envelope;
If you have already paid a subscription to the
Southern Cross, please ignore the envelope. For
those who have not, this is your opportunity to
pay for this service. Please respond as quickly
and as generously as you can. If you cannot
afford $3 send what you can afford.

Sincerely yours in Christ,
Michael C. Newman
Editor and Manager

Wants sex education
in homes, not schools
Southern Cross Reporter
A STRONG opponent of
sex education in Catholic
schools last week said that
any such education should be
aimed at parents and not at
children .
of
Likoudis
James
Catholics United for the
Faith, who was in San Diego
for a speaking engagement
at St. Columba 's, told the
Southern Cross that much
that is happening in the
and
Church
Catholic
Catholic education today is
"progressivism run mad."
" We are taking over the
responsibility of parents to
educate their children in the
beauty and personal nature
of sex," he said. " Instead of
teaching it in school we
should be offering training
courses to parents to teach
them how to impart the
subject to their children. "
CONDEMNING many of
the changes in the liturgy,
Likoudis said that one of the
greatest,losses to the Church
since Vatican II is the
heritage of great music.
"We have junked it," he
said, "and now find ourselves stuck with a banal and
pedestrian liturgy. All the
uplifting beauty of musical
and verbal liturgical form
has been thrown out. "
He is critical of the English
form, though does not
demand the return of Latin,
except in the certain parts
such as the Kyrie, Sanctus
and Agnus Dei .
Likoudis ' appearance in
San Diego was sponsored by
the St. Michael's chaoter of

James Likoudis

CUF, a Catholic lay
organization founded in 1968
to pledge loyalty to the Pope
and the teaching authority of
the Church.
adis
LIKOUDIS
ministr ative assistant to
CUF president H. L. Stebbins. He is married and the
father of six children.
He is concerned at the
hum an
hitting
"drift
sexuality" and the lack of
theological background he
considers in some current
theories on sexuality .
He said that although there
is a local chapter of CUF, his
organization has nothing to
do with a San Diego based
group calling itself Catholics
United which has, in the
past, publicly attacked the
bishop and some diocesan
programs.
(An in-depth interview
with James Likoudis will be
published in a subsequent
edition of the Southern
rrn4;.'i:.)

liturgical groups
hit 'happenings'
Southern Cross Reporter
REPRESENTATIVES OF

diocesan liturgical commissions in California are
opposed to so-<:alled spontaneous liturgical "hapnational
to
penings ,"
hymnals and to linking
confirmation with any age or
school grade.
that
agreed
They
need
parishioners
missalettes and other aids ·
and approved controlled
with
experimentation
communal penance .
These findings of the
liturgical representatives,
who met in San Diego, were
reported by Father Warren
Rouse, OFM, executive
secretary of the Diocesan
Liturgical Commission.
CONCLUSIONS will be
presented at the national
convention of the Federation
of Diocesan Liturgfcal
9,
Oct.
Commissions,
Detroit, Mich. Father Rouse
will be a delegate. The only
other one from California
will be Father Gary Tollner
of OaklaQd,
Regarding the Mass
liturgy, Father Rouse said
the consensus was that
priests "need to be retrained
as celebrants."
"Spontaneity in worship is
an illusion," he said, "There
is no such thing as a
liturgical 'ha ppening .'
Planning is vital for a good
liturgy."

WHILE

MISSALETTES

are useful today, liturgical
commissions should educate
parishioners so that eventually these· are no longer
needed ,
A national hymnal is not
essential, said Father Rouse,
''Aren 't our hymnals already
national hymnals? " he
suggested.
But if an official national
hymn book were adopted, he
asked, "who would choose
the music . . . what about
to
indigenous
hymns
minority groups?"
task
BIGGEST
THE
facing liturgical commissions "is to educate
people to sing in our
churches."
Referring to confirmation,
he said the " ideal is that
when a person is ready for
confirmation he should
request it and be willing to go
training
a
through
program ."
Preparation for con firmation "should involve
not only the children, but
their parents and the entire
parish."
ADVOCATING " grass the
ideas on
roots "
sacrament of penance , the
representatives noted that
private confession "is not
being used as frequently as
in the past and some forms of
communal penance are
being experimented with."

Right to Life i'n Upland
UPLAND - The West End
Right to Life League here
holds another of its antiabortion educational
programs Wednesday, June
14, with attorney Andrew
Patterson of Hacienda
Heights as speaker.
He will explore "the legal
rights of the unborn" in a
talk set for 7:30 p.m , in
Upland Library, 450 N.
Euclid Ave.
Mrs. Charles Heatherly of

chairman,
Montclair ,
speakers' bureau, will report
on a recent address by Grace
Olivarez , vice-chairman,
President's Commission on
Population Growth and
American Future, made
before the Los Angeles Right
to Life League.
Members of the interdenominational West End
league are predominantly
Catholic with many of them
parishioners of St. Joseph 's
church, Upland.

Saints alumni priests' Mass
ST . AUGUSTINE high
school has a reputation of
giving many of its graduates
to the priesthood or religious
life.
As of the last count the
ratio was one out of every 42
graduates of Saints in its 50year history.

golden anniversary priest
alumni will join Bishop
Maher in a concelebrated
Mass 7:30 p.m. Friday, June
9, in St. Joseph 's Cathedral.
A.
William
Father
'43
Sullivan , OSA, a
graduate, says that as many
as 30 alumni priests are
ovn..o.ntorl

t"
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A time to keep
by Michael Newman

At last they're getting married
!fever a marriage has taken a long time to arrange,
it is that between the two college corporations on the
University of San Diego campus . What was talked
about as pleasant 'dating' between the colleges for
wo men and men four ye ars ago has at last come to
fruition.
USD President Author Hughes' _surprise announcement to the Law School graduates at commencement on May 27 was the first official intimation
of the final vows . It's been an on-again-off-again
romance for years. First it was a few co-educational
classes at each college, after 15 or more years of sex
segregated campus. Then came more coeducation and
guarded acceptance of joint departments by the
faculty.
Following full integration of faculty and curriculum
there still remained. autonomy of separate trustees
and of administration, with Sister Nancy Morris and
(then ) Father John Baer presidents of their respective
ends of the Alcala Park campus, and Sister Sally
Furay and Or. Henry Martin academic co-equal
deans.
A year ago, with the appointment of Dr. Hughes as
first single president it .was hoped that the marriage
could finally take place, but 'the Religious of the
Sacred Hea rt - doing some heavy soul searching over
the very future of their society - asked for another
year 's delay in the wedding plans.
Now, a year later, the wedding is evidently on.
There · will be one board of trustees and one administration, with Sister Furay second in command to
Dr. Hughes and virtually responsible for all day to day
affairs academically .
The diocese gives up its direct control of the USD
corporation 'boy' of 18 (including the Law School) and
the RSCJ part with their 23-year-old 'girl,' the
women's college. May they live a long and happy
married life. Financial problems, as in so many.
marriages, will loom large .
Perhaps that's why Dr. Hughes chose to announce
the event to the Law School graduation, whose alumni
often find themselves in a position to advise clients on
disposal of their wealth.

Ecclesiastical diminuition
It is to be regretted that the declining iQfluence of
religious education even shows through in spelling
championships. In the recent San Diego county
championship the winner failed on the word 'ecclesiastic' and _the runner-up failed on 'proselyte .'
What's the world coming to?

History in stones
Whenever USD comes to mind - which is often ,
since we are on the campus - there is the sight of
beautiful buildings , inspired by Alcala de Henares in
Spain. To one man there is joy and nightmare at the
thought - Lambert J . Ninteman, who did most of the
building.
'
Working under the close - razor sharp would be
more accurate - supervision of Bishop Charles F .
Buddy, the construction teams under Bert Ninteman
transformed the northern hill of San Diego with
buildings which still bring a gasp of astonishment at
their beauty when caught with Mission Bay as a backdrop.
If ever you want a story, ask Bert Ninteman to tell
you how he built USD . He is pr~sently president of the

Columbian charities for California of the Knights of
Columbus, where he is one of the pillars of the
fraternity . As this is written, looking out at the cross
and campanile of the Immaculata chapel , I can hear
Bert teHing me of the hair-raising helicopter ride
which helped erect the cross.
But that's just one story of a whole history now being
compiled about USD by history professor emeritus
·Father Francis Rigney.

Bert
the
builder

How far to gamble
There is a not-too-distinct line between outright
gambling for high stakes and the simple fun of a bingo
game. When the prizes are high - in the thousands of
dollars, or expensive cars - you run perilously close
to having organized gambling .
·
Church funds raised by encouraging all-comers to
participate in such affairs, whether Christian, Moslem
or Jew, could be regarded as the profits of gambling
and not the sacrifice of the Catholic community for
their center of worship.
Our modern view, in days when it is likely that bingo
may again be officially allowed, should surely be the
very real qµestion of stewardship, as Christians,
brought home to us in the campaign of a few months
ago .
If we apQlied Catholic or Christian stewardship we
would have no need of neo-gambling or lotteries .
Bingo, is great fun , especially if it raises a little
money. But when it becomes big business something
more precious flies out of the window.

Traveler of experience
Born in Czechoslovakia from Hungarian parents.
Father Joseph Varga of St. Theresa parish, San
Bernardino , studied for years in the Holy Land. And
for five years he looked after the needs of pilgrims
there.
· Now he's leading his own tour which takes in Europe
and the Holy Land, starting July 31. Another of several
starting in the ne xt few weeks and months. Now's
the time to make up yo ur mind .

That liturgical 'thing'
Overheard: " When two Catholics give each other
the kiss of peace it 's like a couple of lepers greeting ."

Sui cide not e left by sch ola r
who quit Cathol ic prie stho od
CARLSBAD (UPI) - A · Pa., Storm was the first
former Roman Catholic president of the Universimonsignor who quit the ty of San Diego and he
priesthood six years ago also taught English at
because he no longe r Chapman College exte ncou l d abide t he "direc- sion courses at the Miration" in which the Roman mar Naval Air Station in
Catholic Church was mov- San Diego and the San
in g apparently drowned Diego Naval Training Stahimself Saturday, author- tion.
ities said Sunday.
After Storm l eft th e
John L. Storm, 57, left a
friend a note in which he University of San Diego
said he planned to kill he became pastor. of All
him self because of th e Hallows Church in La
" pressures" of hi s life Jolla, from which he later
outside the church and the left the priesthood .
deterior ating men t al
He
his parishoners
condition of his mother, in a told
letter that he was
who resides in a La Mesa leav ing
becaus e th e
nursing home.
church
A grou p of pe rsons cern for ha d lost its conthe individual.
walking along the beach
found Storm's body, clad
" One of the compellin g
in swimmi ng trunks , reasons for my decision,"
· about one-fourth of a mile Storm said, " is that in
from where his car was spite of Vatican Council
parked, accordin g to II , the Roman Catholic
deputy San Diego County Church still moves in the
coroner Angel Tirona.
direction of institutionalisA n a ti v e of Altoona , ing God.

" We can ' t afford to
'lose God' in order to
bu ii d a church. As if
stands today, a priest experiences the churc h's
top-level decisions which
evidence little concern for
the individual with whom
God would have priests
and a II mandkind first
concerned ."
Funer a l services for
Storm will be held Tuesda y in To rr ey Pines
Christian Church.

.

.
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Death Termed
Apparent Suicide
The Rev. Dr. Joh~ L.
their apartment, said TiroStorm , whose body was
na, and Colburn went to bed.
found early Saturday mornColburn found the notes the
ing washed up on a beach in
next morning, said Tirona. ·
Carlsbad, left a note to a
Storm's body was discovfriend that "life has been
erect at 12:15 a.m.
hell."
Storm served as pastor of
1w,?Pnutv Col'J)ner_ Ang~
Nl Hallows Church in La
mnn;:i ·oJ J,M!ll ]faed 1Hfh\ oq, Jolla from 1959 to 1968, when
>Jµed U! aJnlUaA 8upnpeJn m he left the priesthood .
lar se drnd e JOJ suerd paJur
. .
.
lUIOd -U'I? U'l?der JO d(Dd o.Co: He told the pansh10ner~ m
:qa ·
a letter that he was leavmg
saprs ·pasor;:isip wu aJaM swJ ~ecause the church _ha? ~ost
l;)IAap ·walSAS 8up oJS 8U!IM its concern fot the md1v1du,Jjuel · pawwolne ue Ol Slq8p , al.
miroJ ·dJoJ MOQU0J woJJ pase
IS pa -Jnd l! PJ'l?S ·dJOJ VJH
raaJ8e
aJaql
·sapossaJi
I S096I pue 8ui1nop S!UUal JO lOll
unol{ -!JlS!P e 'suo1qse,.>J essapuo.
l aql JO qseJ JO lU0OUie paso
apiaH -s!Pun ue JOJ uomsrnb~
Mer aql paJunouut? uad Ja]fJed
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Services
Planned For
Dr. Storm

Services will be at 1 p.m.
tomorrow in the TorreyPines Christian Church for
the Rev. Dr. John L. Storm.
56, pastor of the First Chris:
tian Church, Disciples ol•
Christ, Oceanside. Entombment will follow in Eternal
Hills Memorial Park Mausoleum in Oceanside .
Dr. Storm, of 6493 Camino
Del Parque, Carlsbad, was a
native of Altoona, Pa., and a
county resident for 22 years.
He was the first president of
the University of San Diego
and was a former Roman
Catholic priest who served
as pastor at the All Hallows:
Church in La Jolla from 19591
to 1968, when he left the i
priesthood. His body was
fo und Saturday morning
washed up on a beach in
Carlsbad. The coroner 's office is continuing its investigation of the death.
Surviving are his mother
Mrs. Edith J. Storm of
Lemon Grove, and a sister.
The family suggests contributions to the organ fund at
the First Christian Church
Oce~ns_ide. Benbough Mortu~
ary 1s m charge of arrangements. .

Clergyman's
·Body Found
On Beach

1

The body of Oceanside
minister the Rev. Dr. John
L. Storm, 57, was found
early yesterday morning
washed up on a beach in
Carlsbad, Deputy Coroner
William Souza said.
Investigation continues
into the death of the pastor
of the First Christian
Church, Disciples of Christ,
Oceanside.
Police said his body,
clothed in a bathing suit,
was discovered on the beach
off the 3300 block of Carlsbad
Blvd. at 12:15 a.m. yesterday by four persons walking
on the beach.
The body had been in the
water less than two hours,
Souza said.
Dr. Storm was founding
president of the University
of San Diego and headed the
school from 1954 to 1959. He
was a former Roman Catholic priest who served as pastor at the All Hallows
Church in La Jolla from 1959
to 1968.
The body was identified by
E. H. Wyle of 8850 La Jolla
(Continued on B-6, Col. 4)
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Body Of Minister
·ound On Beach
(Continued from Page 8-1) ·
Scenic Drive, an associate of
Dr. Storm in the Disciples of
Christ Church.
Dr. Storm lived at 6493
Camino del Parque,
arlsbad, with a former Ep.scopal priest, John Colburn.
Dr.. Storm was a monsignor in the Catholic Church
when he resigned. In 1966, he
was named one of San
Diego's Gentlemen of Distinction while serving as
president of the La Jolla
Kiwanis Club.
He was a charter member
of the San Diego Hall of
Science and Big Brothers of
San Diego County.
He served on ,the govern. ing boards of the San Diego
County chapter of American
Red Cross and the county
Heart Association. He was a
member of the San Diego chelor of arts degree from
Fine Arts and Opera Guild St. Francis College and was
and a former board member graduated from the St. Franof the San Diego Children's cis School of Theology. He
received his master's and
Home Association.
A native of Altoona, Pa., doctorate degrees from NiDr. Storm received his ba- agara University.

104th YEAR
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SPECIAL REPORT

k__,,
Our Private Colleges: A New Loo_
1

On Its Own,

USD Seeks
PublicFunds
The Uni versity of San Diego
is looking [or down-to-earth an-

geJs - men and women who
can give it the kind of support
it needs.
Tbe Catholic un.iver. ity has
broken fina ncial ties with the
diocese that owned it. That
means it is a pri vate, ind ependent institution - but still Catholic.

4 YEARS OF PLANNING

The merger, culminating four
years of study and planning
was initiated by the boards of
the College for Men and ColJege
for Women who said students
wanted a coed campus with
coed classes and a shared admi_nistration. This was possible
because only a street separated
· the schools.
The changes mean a com~lete merger of student body,
f aculty and administration and
a total corporate unification.
On the heels of the merger. it
was announced the university
11ould be looking mo re and
. more to t_he community for support. A five-to-seven year $7. 3was
drive
fund
million
launched. -

Independent USO
Asks Public's Aid
(Continued)

into a university of some stature and becomes more universal in its appeal to the community, it shoul d turn to the people
it serves, Catholic and nonCatholic, for support."
Students, who are about 60
per cent Catholic and 40 per
OPERATING I RED
CATHOLIC U'.\11VERSITY
pay about
UNIVERSITY'S AIMS
USD has been operating in cent non-Catholic,
'· We haven·t ·evered our ties
tuition
for
each
year
a
$1,600
The USD Catalog states the
the ~ed. The total debt is ap- and about $1 ,200 a year for
with the church . W· are reuniversity 's aims as follows:
figa
million,
$1.2
proximately
mai ning a Catholic university,"
room and board.
"The primary purpose of the
ure that includes a $225 000
Hughes said.
"Th at's not very high for a ' University of San Diego is to
deficit over the past year, when
lthough it is classified a
the un.i.versity had a budget of private school," Hughes said. educate students in their puru h USD students are not re" We 're tryi ng to make our pro- suit of knowledge and under$5.2 million.
1uir~d to participate in religrams available for all econom- standing. A comm unity of
banks
from
borrowed
Funds
ic groups ."
gl-0us acti vities. They are rescholars, we are dedi cated to
have been used to pay biUs. I
qo ired to tr1 ke course in philosoOutside sources USD will be
the ideals of Catholic wisdom
have
who
officials,
U111versity
phy and religion, but they do
combined with those of a liberet a goal of $1.5 million the seeking support from include
not have to be in Cathohc rel1federal and state governments,
al education , one which aims to
will
drive
the
hope
year,
first
gj.on.
foundations and grants from infreee ach of us from the prejhelp eliminate defi cit spenaing.
In any case, religion courses
udice, ignorance, and the arroTheme of the drive. for im- dividuals.
are academic and not in the nagance of easy assumptions. It is
p1·ovement and enhancement of SCHOLARSHIPS SOUGHT
ture of cathecism.
our belief that learning such as
the chool, i "commitment to
Hughes said the university is
Because of the financial
this is essential in the vital
human values. "
interested in state project
primarily
howthat absorbs all of us break with the diocese,
and federal support in the form
OUTSIDE SOURCES
a true and huachieving
e er. USD faces a situation alof
that
Hughes, president of USD of scholarships. The university
mane life. "
most universal among private
has .175 students on Californial
s,ince last year and the first lay
colleges and universities. It
SALARY FACTORS
State Scholarships. USD also
p1·es1dent smce the university
needs money.
receiving
continue
to
hopes
"When I saw the university
was chartered in 1948, said
FlNANCl AL AID
state _and federal grants for
will remain a Catholic univerUSD hopes to raise half of its
special programs.
sity, I mean we will remain
'l'he split from the d1ncese 1 funds from tuition and the retrue to the basic principles
took place officially May 18. ,ti- maining half from outside
Efforts also will .be made to
though the university has uot I sources.
obtafo mor"e endowment sup- taught by the church. We will
port such as the recent $475 ,000 encourage continued participaFinancial ties with the diobeen receiving finan cial aid
bequest from the estate of Clar- tion by priests and nuns, and
fro m it for the last three yea rs, ' ·cese were cut for two reasons
,/ en ce Steber, one of the first lay- the presence of priests and
he said.
Hughes said.
nuns on our faculty and staff
men to be appointed to the USD
Last month, the for mer Sa n : "- Realization on the part of
trustees.
of
board
will reinforce these convictions.
Diego College for Women, the diocese that the university /
"Our hope is for the living 1
University of San Diego has
owned and operated by the Re- has evolved to a point that it
of the church," he
presence
,
students
2,500
approximately
greater
far
support
requires
ligious of the Sacred Heart. _and
said.
including 800 in the law school.
tpe University of San Diego than the diocese is able to proHughes said growth has hovCollege for Men and School of vide because of the very heavy
USO has a faculty of 125 inered between 4 and 5 per cent a , eluding 12 nuns and 12 priests.
Law, merged into an independ- commitment on the diocese for
year with enrollment• expected
el ementary and secondary eduent university.
If the university had to flay full
to reach about 3,000 in the next salaries for their services, the
That means the diocese and cation.
5 to 10 years. The Alcala Park
"_:_As 1he university evolves
Religious of the Sacred Heart
campus can accommodate a
relinquished title to land and t (Continued on B-6, Col. 7J
maximun1 of 4,000 students.
buildings to the new non-pro_fi t I
corporation controlled by an m- •·"We're perfectly satisfied
dependent board of trustee .
with the growth picture," the
president said.
The new coed university is a
free-s tanding corporation . legally separated from the former owners.

Although the purpose of USD
is not to teach religion or recr uit converts, the university
is, in philosophy and moral t~eology, a Catholic umvers1ty,
said Dr. Author Hughes, president.

'i

cost would be approximately
$275,000 for a year, USD offi-

cials said.
However, because the religious contribute their services
and are paid only a stipend and
living expenses, the cost to the
university is about $165,000 or 60 per cent of what it would
have cost for lay faculty mem.
hers.
The new board of tr ustees,
which will include 35 member:s
when the remaining 22 are
named, is headed by the Most
Rev. Leo T. Maher, bishop of
the Roman Catholic Diocese of
San Diego. Bishop Maher was
elected chairman at the board's
first meeting.
BOARD MEMBERS

He is an ex-officio member of
the board as are the Very Rev.
I. Brent Eagen, the bishop's appointee ; Sister Beth Nothomb,
Western Provincial Superior of
the Religious of the Sacred
Heart ; Sister Frances Danz,
and Dr. Hughes.
Other board members include
Col. Irving Salomon, USMC
ret. ; Ramon Castro, Arthur
Kaplan, Bruce Wagner, Francisco Marty, Dr . .Anita Figueredo , Miss Patricia Howe,
and Mon. John E. Baer, rector
of St. Francis Seminary.
Board members will continue
to include non-Catholics as well
as Catholics, Dr. Hughes said.
Members are selected on the
basis of " their interest in USO,
commitment to the kind of institution we are and the goals
we have established," he said.
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'Lucky' Miss, 21,
ls Decorator For

Hotel In Tijuana
By BETH MOHR

-star, Pnoro

E lizabeth Mon[orte, interior designer for
T ijuana ,s new El C onquistador Hote l, d irects
workmen in placement o{ chest she chose for

ov Bob Reacting

one of 90 rooms. 1he hotel, which is designed

Mexican C o lonia l sty le, is
d
d d
ecorate in
an
expected to be open on July 21 .

- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

Workmen completing El Conquistador Hotei in Tijuanp smile
a Jot. Their smiles are warm and sincere and for one of their
bosses-a very petite and pretty young woman.
Elizabeth Monforte is 21 and interior designer for the hotel,
set to open July 21.
Standing in the dusty, unfinished patio, her long black hair
framing her piquant face and the sun lighting the bright print
of her size-five dress, Miss Monforte looks as though she might
have made a wrong turn on the way to school.
Watching hard-hatted work- - - ' - - - - - - - - - - ers respond to her directions, it heavy and very ornate. The
becomes clear she belongs and Mexican designs are lighter in
the magnitude of her job is evi- feeling, simpler in design. "
Much of the furniture and acdent.
cessories for the hotel are in
Miss Monforte has designed
Miss ' Monforte's original deand is ovet'seeing the execution
signs and were executed in Mexof the interior - 90 sleeping
ico. The ceramic accessories
rooms and suites, coffee shop, and tiles are hand-painted and
piano bar. dining room, ban- were made in Guadalajara.
quet rooms and discotheque, as She created the ceramic ch>well as many exterior appoint- signs to harmonize with the colments.
or schemes of the rooms they
•
will accessorize.
'INVITED TO COMPETE'
"Mr. Alfonso Bustamante Jr., FLORAL PATTERNS USED
owner of the hotel, invited me to Floral patterns are used in
compete with other decorators bathroom fixtures and accesfor the job,?' she said. "I was sories. In the bedrooms ," there
given the architect's plans and a are ceramic wall sconces and
1 week to submit my ideas. I fin- lamps
with hurr.icane-s.·haped\
ished in three days and a short globes.
tim<> l,:,t"r 1<><>-rr,prl th,it T r,irl

ments.
or schemes of me ro ms nre
will accessorize.
'INVITED TO COMPETE'
"Mr . Alfonso Bustamante Jr. , FLORAL PATTERNS USED
Floral patterns are used in
owner of t,he hotel, invited me to
compete with other decorators bathroom fixtures and accesfor the job/' she said. " I was sories. In the bedrooms,· there
given the architect's plans a nd a are ceramic wall sconces and
week to submit my ideas. I fin- lamps with hurricane-shaped\
ished in three days and a short globes.
t.ime...J.at~r learned that I h~~ One of the color schemes
won. I think I was very lucky. Miss Monforte ch O s e for the '
If a goal set in high school, sleeping rooms is orange, goldfollowed determinedly and en yellow and brown. Patterns
reached through years of study on all of the ceramics are yeland achievement add up to low and orange flowers with
luek, that is what Miss Mon- brown-toned leaves on white
backgrounds.
r forte has.
During high school in Ti- Wood furni ture, made in Tl' juana , she planned and carried juana, is stained deep charcoal
out decorations for many school brown. Bedsteads are crowned
programs. By the time she had in angular scallops. The design
graduated , at 15, she had set of the chai rs, called by various
, her mind on an interior decora- names including "monk" and
" gondola." can be 1raced to
ting career.
" I wanted to go to the Uni- 16th century Spain and Franc;e.
versity of Mexico ," she said. Half moons curve down lo fo rm
" But, my p'arents (Mr. and legs and up to hold the arms.
· Mrs. Hector Monforte . of Ti- KEEPS LOYALTY
0 Juana ) said my two younger I11 k e i11 rr with her loyalty to
. e P ?
s sisters and brother needed me
,- to set an example for them. 1 Mexico~ Miss Monforte chose
tr ave1ime onyx fo und 111 BaJa
.
•
'" stafed home and studied to be Califo rnia for bathr oom pullman counters, and added
a kmder garten teacher.
charming wood fig ures of chilSCHOOL OLOSED
" A year later, the school I dren, car ved and painted in Tiwas attending closed. My fa- juana , for the walls.
; ther agreed that I could go to Each bedroom is hung with
. the University of San Diego. It four ori ginal watercoloTS of
and
landscapes
l was close to home and I could Mexican
scenes , painted by Reveles, a
commute. "
Commuting meant leaving Tijuana artist.
home at 5 a.m. each day to be The Guadalajar a cer amics
add bright notes of color to the
.
,
sure. of . passmg tlu·ough long exterior of the building in tiles
trnfflc Imes at tl)e border m bordering the building and set
into walk-ways.
time to make 8 a.m. classes.
Although she was attending Tiles in Miss Monforte's declasses conducted in English sign also border one of the unfo r the fi rst time, she com- usual outdoor fu n-features _
pleted her four-year under- the swimming pool with a sitgraduate work a semester down bar at one end.
ahead of her classmates. Then .
wenl on to finish a year's MATURE ATTITUDE
she
1
study at New York School of In- Mature in her abilities, Miss
Monforte also takes a mature
, erior Design in six months.
She remembers •her time in attitude toward the opportuni ty
United States schools as " the she has been given.
most happy years," but the in- "I felt really excited when I
fluence was not strong enough got the job," she said. " This is
to diminish her pride in the art the kind of chance every person
and craftsmanship for her native just out of the school waits
for.
Mexico.
"Besides just being able to
" I decided that the hotel
must be Mexican," she said . work, there is the . wonderful
" Mexico has a lot to offer and feeli ng of discovering what I
am really capable of doing.
much to be admired ."
" I am still nervous, but as I
CLASSICAL STYLE
. alo~g I can see what I am
go
Jorge
by
designed
The hotel,
, Casta , is a two-story buildiilg in 1?111~,take form and I am sat1scolonial ied.
classical Mexican
style, sheltered by a red tiled With all of th~ excite1:1e11t
· roof and built ai'ound a huge and rewards, Miss . Monforte
r patio. Rooms open 011 porticos does not rega!·d mtenor design~ framed in a series of wide arch- mg as a hfe-time career.
" I look upon work as one caes .
o Miss Monforte continues the reer and being a wife and,
"I
t colonial theme in her interior mother another," she said.poth
don't believe you can l1ave
.
. •
0
al the same time. When the
and exten o1 appomtments.
"The Spanish ·and Mexican right person comes along,. I will
' styles oiten are confused," she go from this career to the 0th-
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La,w de,an

at USD would like
to see school o ffer civic he/p
By MONTY NORRIS

EVEN ING TRIB UNE Educa tion
Write r

Donald T. Weckstein , new
dean of the University of San
Diego law school , has some
radical views about where
the legal profession is
headed . Or should be.
And he figures the br.i,t
place to star t
making
changes is in the classroom
For exam ple, Weckstein
would like to:
-Se e the USD law school
become the nucleus of a larg e
community legal servir.es
cent er working with various
agencies and individuals, particul arly in the area of group
health care prog ram s and assisting minority groups and
the poor .
DONALD T. WECKSTEIN
- Change the third and final year of law school into a
Weckstein said it is just the
clinical prog ram for students begi nning.
who would spend full-time
" I think you' ll see
working in a specialty area to these types of cour more of
receive solid prac tical ex- fu ture , and a lot ses in the
more Jaw
perience.
students will be heading in
-Sw ing the emphasis of that direction ."
some classes - and crea te
A lot more students c:1,re
new ones - to gear stud erts appa rent ly
head ing for law
for future work in the area s of school, too,
whatever the
com munity legal aid.
odds agai nst finding a job af" We have to star t pre- ter graduation.
paring students for future
Weckste in said
needs in lega l counseling in- a reported glut that desp ite
of young lawstea d of relying on trad ition ," yers in the
U.S.
Weckstein said in an inter- USD is expecting job mar ket,
a record toview. "I'd like to see us be- tal enrollme
nt this fall of 850
com e a majo r service to the students
in its law school.
community.
About one-fourth of that num" We're start ing now , but to ber will be
entering freshreac h the level needed it will men .
take us three to five year s."
To pick the 225 new stuThe form er University of dents this
year, Weckstein
Connecticut law professor, and adm
who took over his new job to wad issions officers had
e through more than
Aug . 15, said he envisions us- 2,000
applications.
That 's
ing the school 's rese arch fa- roughly
one opening for every
cilities to set up such a cen- 10 pers
ons applying - bad
ter, with students and faculty odds
on which to bank a catackling man y of the proj- reer .
ects.
And if
The legal profession is go- yers thanthere are mor e lawjobs, why are so
ing to have to make itself I
more available to the general
community, Weckstein said .
"A lot of people really need
,,.._.,..__ 1 - -- ·••--

man y people flocking to law
schools in record numbers ?
Robert Castetter, dean of
the Jaw school at United
States International University, offers some insight.
" When you' re talking ab,0 ut
a glut of lawyers it really
only applies to popular mt-tropolitan area s like San
Diego and San Francisco on
the West Coast, or maybe
Washington and New York in
the East .
"If somebody is willing to
move to other places , they
can easily find jobs. We get
inquiries here all the time
frnm places like Riverside ,
San Bernardino, El Centro
. . . places like that.
"Th ere are even a lot of
jobs available in the Los Angeles area - probably because not as many people
want to work there.
" But the trouble is , of
course, so man y students are
spoiled and want to stay
around here and hold out for
a job opportunity. "
USIU, like USD, proces~es
about 10 applications for tv~
ery opening, Cast etter said . ·
Total student enrollment now
is a little more than 450. Castette r said 170 new students
have been admitted for the
fall from a selection of about
1,500 applications.
" We shouldn't confuse tbat
figure, however ," Castetter
warned . " Many of the students
send out five or six applications, and decide to go
somewhere else like Hastings, Stanford or USC."
USD's Weckstein said admission to law school is generally base d on an applicant's
grad e reco rd as an undergraduate, plus the score on a
stan dard law aptitude test.
Other factors, such as work

er w1m stuaenr.s anu 1acuuy

tackling many of the projects.
The legal profession is going to have to make itself
more available to the general
community, Weckstein said.
"A lot of people really need
legal counse l.- even in_ matters like sellmg or buymg a
house - but they can't afford
it.
" We've got to bring the
cost (of legal counsel) down
to within everyone's reach
without hurting the quality of
services .
" I think legal service can
be made cheaper , and it's going to hl!Y.e--4:0 be. Organizing
~ centers with solid
community aid programs is a
good way of doing it.
"There isn't any major legal aid center in this area,
1ot one that can offer both
counsel and provide research."
Last year USD initiated aB
intern program through its
budding young neighborhood
clinical aid program. The
school operates three such
storefront clinics - one each
in Linda Vista, National City
and Southeast San Diego.
But Weckstein wants to see
such services expanded both to the benefit of the
school and community simultaneously.
USD also places interns
with the district attorney 's
office locally, and plans for
this coming year include expanding the neighborhood
clinic operation to Escondido,
and sending students to work
alongside
seasoned
investigators in the U.S. attorney's office and with the state
Attorney General staff.
Weckstein, whose boyish
face belies his 40 years , said
classes also will undergo a
face lifting to meet new demands of the future .
" A legal education has traditionally been a rich man's
no-fault divorce laws. That's
over now .
" For one thing, you imow
much of our livelihood has
disappeared in the past
couple of years with the advent of no-fault insurance and
no-fault divorce laws. Thats
ended a lot of litigation.
" We 're going to see a major shift in the law profession
in the next few years - a
sort of new social conscience
developing. I think the medical profession is already
ahead of us in that respect. "
New classes are being developed to study community
aid programs, and more emphasis is now placed on criminal law and problems dealing with minority groups and
the poor. USD already lists a
course on poverty law dealing
specifically with land-lordtenant rights, welfare and
consumer protection, discrimination in housing and
employment.
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USO campus
with record
enrol l.ment
THE UNIV ERSI TY of San
reco rd
a
Dieg o . has
enrollmen t at unde rgrad uate
and grad uate levels this
year .

Hugh es ,
Dr . Auth or
presi dent, told the Southern
Cros s that prov ision al
figur es show 1,499 underg radu ate stude nts taking
on-campus cours es and 75
studying off camp us.

In addition, the law school
has an enrol lmen t of approx imate ly 850, making a
total university stude nt body
of 2,424.
DR. HUG HES said that
there was a: large incre ase in
trans fer stud ents from
com mun ity · colle ges this
year . The new scale of
tuition costs has not, appar ent ly, affe cted
enrollment.

5'0 . ~
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m es
University.sna
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Sc,_ ~
fo ur to trusrees
Southern Cross Reporter
FOU R MORE mem bers
have been name d to the
Univ ersit y of San Dieg o
Boa rd of Trustees. They a re :
Dr. Earl Robert Crane of
San Bern ardin o, Robert J .
Keyes of Sacra ment o, Mrs .
Timothy Park man of Tucson, Ariz., and Mrs. C: Arnholt Smit h of San Diego.
facu lty
Cran e ,
Dr .
mem ber at Loma Linda
University , is co-founder of
the Children 's Dental Clinic,
and
Bern ardin o,
San
presi dent of the California
State Soci ety of Orthodonists . He will be investe d a Knight of the Holy
Seru lchre in -October .
KEY ES IS Gov . Ronald
Reag an 's assis tant for
community relations. A USD
College for Men grad uate, he
serv ed on its Boar d of
the
befo re
Trus tees
university 's consolidation.
Mrs. Park man was a

truste e of the USD College
for Women when it had its
own sepa rate board .
She is a grad uate of a
colleg e of the Religious of the_
Sacre d Heart, founders of
the USD women 's college.
MRS . SMITH is the wife of
the boar d chai rman of
West gate-California Corp .,
and founder of the U.S.
National Bank .

Dr. Crane

Five-year
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USD law school moves
with changing trends
sai d that San Diego's special position also lends
itself to special courses in
the law of the seas, immigration laws and admiralty
law.
In- clinical education the
current neighborhood legal
clinics, public and private
internship programs will
"There will be more be enlarged.
interdisciplinary programs,
A key element in the fivemore time devoted to the year development will be an
non-litigation aspects of increase of 14 in faculty to
law," he said.
provide a projected student
teacher ratio of 25 to 1.
"With no depreciation of
attention
INCREASED
basic courses, newly packaged courses will be will be given to expanded
offered, confronting tne summer and post graduate
legal and social problems programs. A new venture in
the field of international
of the day."
law is a summer study progTHE LAW school, which ram of six weeks in Paris in
the
with
is 20 years old, now has 870 cooperation
students. Dean Weckstein Institute Catholique de
envisions an eventual stu- Paris.
dent roll of 1,000.
With law school faculty
Among physical changes and others in Paris, stuto come in the near future dents will s.tudy comparaare the doubling of the pre- tive law under European
sent library of 57,000 vol- conditions.
umes and its removal to the
The law school wf11 also
Knights of Columbus lib- participate in the future in .
rary now used by the USD's regular summer
undergraduate schools.
courses at Guadalajara,
The dean also predicted Mexico.

Southern Cross Reporter
ANNOUNCING a new
five-year plan of development for the University of
San Diego School of Law, ·
Dean Donald Weckstein
last week outlined the
changing trends in legal
training.

WECKSTEIN, discussing
the general legal scene,
said a reduction in litigation has to come, but the
need for more lawyers is
great. He forecast changes
in teaching methods which
might eventually see the
normal law school course
cut to two years, with a
third yea r devoted to
specialist aspects.

Weckstein
more individual and seminar type classes, and more
clinical instruction, with
"more learning outside the
classroom than is the case
now."
SPECIAL emphasis will
be placed on studies
related to Mexico and Latin
America due to proximity
to the border. Weckstein

"We've given up trying to
cover everything at law
school," he said. "The field
of law is growing too complex to achieve this. " He
said that more than 90 per
cent of students plan a
career in law or related
practices.
Appointed at the start of
the 1972-73 year, Dean
Weckstein succeeded acting dean Joseph Brock. He
is education editor in the
ResponProfessional
sibilities of the Lawyer and
contributor to many legal
publications.

~
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USD law school
begins series on
·law-humanities
The University of San
Diego School of Law has
begun a special series of 14
weekly lectures on Law and
the Humanities, continuing
through April 26.
The free classes meet
12:30 p.m. in Room 2A on
the school's main floor
every Thursday, except for
March 21 and 28.
the
from
Speakers,
humanities field, will discuss the relationships of
their disciplines, especially where law is con·
cerned.
They come from USD and
other Southern California
including
campuses,
University of California at
San Diego, Cal State
University, San Diego and
San Diego City College.

~✓~
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Ted Velasquez' art
lLMED 11
to b e sh own 1nICR'3f
non
sa

La Jolla's Ted Velasque z will
be
among 30 artists .
represented in the Midway
Junior-Senior High student art
show, held during the month of
April at the Art and Design
Shop in Bonsall, Calif.
Velasquez, whose artistic
talents have been used in The
Light and The Journal, was one
of 95 students chosen from 1,200
unified districts in the state to
display his work at "Discovery
73: California Youth in Art" in
Sacramento.
Velasquez is currently
directing a mural project in
front of the Museum of Man In
Balboa Park. He will have

works exhibited in an upcoming show sponsored by The
San Diego Union.
Among
other
artists
exhibiting works in the third
annual student art show will be
Bill Bandy, Ginette Bradley,
Marta Dowdy, Jeffrie Hall,
Carolyn McCoy, who along
with Velasquez exhibited their
works at the San Diego Conference for the Gifted held last
October at the Shereton Inn.
A reception will be held at
the opening of the show, April 7
from noon to 5 p.m. Refreshments will be served.

•
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Dinner-Dance Theme
Reflects Cultural Blends

mother, could remember
(Continued from page D-1)
hearing town criers anIn the De Sales Dining
nounce the assassination of
Hall, they will be served ·
President Lincoin, and the
pasta dishes, music and
gallop of horsemen in purwines with an Italian theme ;
' suit of the slayer.
in Founders' Hall Foyer,
Rosalie was educated at
Scandinavian salads. A
the Convent of the Sacred
French dinner in the dining
Heart at Sault-au-Recollet in
hall will be followed by BaMontreal, Canada, and envarian pastries and Irish
tered the novitiate at Albacoffee on the patio with
ny, N. Y. in 1898. She made
dancing on the center patio
her final vows at a convent
until 11 p.m.
near Paris in 1907.
The organization of Las •
When the young sister rePatronas de la Universidad
turned to America from
took place in May of this
France, she began teaching
year, with ~ group of women
and was :-- ~~ d rnic::tress
drawn from trustees, alumgeneral of schools in New
na, University Auxiliary
York and later in Boston. As
members, President's Club
principal of the Convent of
members, anti parents and
the Sacred Heart in Boston
friends of the University.
Reverend Mother
in 1916, she taught Miss Rose
"We have our land and our
Fitzgerald, soon to become
Rosalie Hill
buildings," she says, "but
Mrs. Joseph Kennedy.
we have a lot of goals for a colonial family whose first In 1929, the Rev. Mother
any money . we receive. members came to the Unit- Hill moved to Chicago as
We 're redecorating the ed States from . England Vicar of the West, and in
French parlor and the more than 300 years ago. 1936, she transferred the
American parlor, for exam- Among her ancestors were center of the Vicarate to San
Charles Carroll, a signer of Francisco, where she had
ple," she adds.
The beautiful campus at the ·Declaration of Indepen- helped develop San FrancisAlcala Park reflects the dence and Robert Livings- co College for Women.
dream of the Rev. Mother ton, ~ho helped negotiate While in San Francisco,
Rosalie Hill and the Most the Louisiana Purchase.
she had accumulated books
Rev. Charles H. Buddy of Two of her relatives, Not- for the new college for
creating a center of educa- ley Young, a great grand women in San Diego about
uncle, and Daniel Carroll, a which she and Bishop Buddy
tion.
Developing and expanding great uncle, were two of the had begun correspondence
schools was a project for _the four owners of Cerne Abbey, in 1942. The Rev. Mother Hill
Rev. Mother Hill in 1927, who donated that land to died in San Diego in 1964.
when she planned a chapel George Washington as part
- By Lucretia Steiger
and school wing at the Con- of the new nation's capitol.
vent of Overbrook in Phila- 'The Young family then
delphia. She also supervised moved to Gisborough, their
the expansion of the Convent neighboring plantation operof the Sacred Heart over- ated by Rosalie's grandlooking San Francisco Bay mother and grandfather,
and the old convent school at Eleanora Carrol Livingston
and her husband Fenwick
Menlo Park.
Rosalie Hill was born into Young . Nora , Rosalie's
0

University Of San Diego 25th Anniversary

Dinner-Dance Theme
Reflects Cultural Blend
It was cold that fall day in Washington in
1885, and little Rosalie Clifton Hill, 6, was
glad that her grandmother was coming for
her weekly visit. It was fun to cut quadrille
paper into shapes of rooms and then move
them about, planning houses and community buildings with Grandmother Young.
About 60 years lc\ter, the little girl who
had grown up to become the Rev. Mother
Rosalie Hill of the Religious of the Sacred
Heart, would remember the lessons in
building taught by her grandmoth~r as she
began to plan the San Diego College for
Women. This college opened its doors in
February, 1952, at Alcala Park.
The college for men, at the same site in
Linda Vista Heights, was chartered as the
University of San Diego in the fall of 1949.
The two colleges merged in 1971.
.
On Wednesday, Aug. 28, President and
Mrs. Author E. Hughes and Las Patronas
de la Universidad, a committee of 30
women, and their guests will gather on
campus for an international progressive
dinner dance to celebrate the University's
25th anniversary.

An international theme wJs chosen, according to chairman Mrs. John D. Frager,
to "reflect the fact that although the
University is Catholic, parts of many cultures are blended here. We wanted to show
our dinner guests through some of the
buildings on campus, and also to point out
that while Sacred Heart is French in
· origin, there now are branches in many
countries of the world.''
And although raising money through the
dinner is not the primary purpose, funds
above costs will go toward the many
scholarships offered by the school and to a
campus improvement program.
Dinner guests will progress through four
buildings, beginning with cocktails and
Mexican hors d'oeuvres in the foyer of De
Sales Hall at 6 p.m. after greeting Dr. and
Mrs. Hughes. Mariachi music and walks
lined with luminarias between the white
Spanish renaissance buildings bordered by
flowering bushes will lead guests to the
other buildings.
(Continued on D-4, Col. 6)

..

- Slaff Photo by Rick McCartlly

The campus of the University of San Diego will be the
site for a progressive dinner Aug. 28, celebrating the
institution's 25th anniversary. Mrs. Helen Anne Bunn,
left, and Mrs. Emil Bavasi are members of Las Patronas de
la Universidad which is sponsoring the event.

University gets $475,000
from Steber Foundation
Southern Cross Reporter

The Steber Foundation has
made a gi ft to the University
of San Diego of $475 ,000 .

USD starts four schools,~~<;:;~
development fund drive
'
TH E NEWLY merged ministering this new ven University of San Diego has ture ."
created four schools and
A " comm it tee for exstarted a development fu nd cellence" was named , under
campaign to raise $7,339,800 the Chair mans h_ip of Richover the next five yea rs.
a rd P. Woltman, executive
Announcing this at a press vice-president of United
conference yesterday , Dr. States National Bank. Others
Author E . Hugh es, USD on th e 13-memoer commitpresident, said: "This new _tee includ e Bishop Mah er
venture is a joint venture in and Msgr. I. Brent Eage n,
higher education. The funds chancellor of the diocese .
are being rai sed not for the
WOLTMAN said th er e
construction of buildings , but must be an a lternative to
th e
improvement
an d " free " public education "if
enhancement of those face ts our free capitalistic society
which already comprise the is to continue. Without a
university.''
choice there is the inher ent
Calling the ca mp aign danger of government
"Commitment to Hum a n control of educa tion. "
Values," president Hughes
Dr. Hu g h es announced
said USD must r eceive the tha t four schools · will in
support of the community,
futur e form the University of
and " particularly those who San Di ego. They will be the
understand the significance
of such a university."
BISHOP LEO T. Maher
sa id: " Today, in keeping
with the ideals of Vatican II
we are passing the mantl e of
responsibility to the la ity.
The corpor ate merger has
now been completed under
th e leadership of the
univ er sity ' s
fir s t
lay
president, Dr . Hughes.

" A new board of tru stees
will sha re with Dr . Hughes
th e re spon s ibility of a d -

existing School of Law , a
College of Arts a nd Sci ences,
a School of Business Administration and School of
Education based on the
prev ious depa rtment of
education . Spec ial emphasis
will be on programs for the
menta ll y a nd physically
disadvantaged .
He said the politi ca l
science program will be
enlarged to " em phasize the
fi elds of international law,
inte rnational affairs and
international
economics."
Special
s upportiv e
programs to assist minority
groups are a lso being
es tablished ,
sa id
Dr.
Hughes . These will include
co un se lin g , tutoring ,
fina ncial aid a nd career
opportunity
development.

di s tin g ui s hed ca r ee r in
business he retired to La
Joll a a nd took a n acti ve
inter es t in the affa irs of USD
during the last few yea rs of
hi s life .

This was announced a t the
start of the "Commitm ent to
Human Values " campa ign
by USD president Dr. Author
Hughes.

Hi s widow, Mrs. Frances
Steber , and his ch il dren will
attend a special reception in
hi s memory next week .

Clarence L. Steber was a
member of the USD board -0f
trustees until hi s death in
F ebruary 1971. Following a

The bequest is to be used
for the new Sc hool of
Bu s in ess Adm ini s tr a tion ,
according to Dr . Hughes.

Excellence
Committee
Und er c ha ir ma ns hip of
P.
Wolt ma n ,
Ri c hard
banker , a Committee for
Ex cell ence has been na med
by USD . In addition to
Bi shop Maher a nd Msgr . I.
Brent E agen, members a re
Thoma s Barge r , Ramon
Castr o, Assemblyman Peter
Ch acon , Mi lford Chipp ,
Gilbert Fox , Murray D .
Goodrich , R.C.A. Lubach ,
Francisco Marty, G. Howard
Matson , Jam es Mulvan ey ,
Ge orge C. Scott and Bru ce
Wagner.

USD campus
with record
enrollment
TIIE UN IV E RSI TY of San
record
a
ha s
Diego
en r oll m ent a t und er grad uate
and grad uate levels thi s
yea r .

Hu ghes ,
Autho r
Dr .
pr es ident , to ld the South ern
pr ov is ional
tha t
Cro ss
rigures s how 1,499 un jergradu a te s tudents taking
rn -c ampus co urses a nd 75
;tud ying off ca mpus.
In a dditi on, the law school
ha s a n enrollm ent of a pproxi mately 850, making a
tota l uni vers ity stud ent body
)f 2,424.
DR . HUGHE S said tha t
he re was a la r ge increase in
r ans fc r s tud en ts from
·ommun it y co ll e ges thi s
·ea r . The new sca le of
uit ion costs ha s not, apa ff ec t ed
a r e n tl y,
nrollmen t.
{) .
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USD , Catholic Dio ces e com e to parting of ways
By JOHN MCLEAN
Univer si ty of San Di ego has
an
become
o fficially
independent entity in th e fi eld
of edu ca t io n, no lon ger
co ntrolled and supported by the
Catholic diocese.

ln an atte mpt to overcome
increa sed financia l problem s
ca used when Bi shop Leo T
Maher cut off fi nancia l support
USO formally
i n 1969.
announced Wednesd ay th at ,'t
had become an independent
corpora tion " legally sepa r ated
from diocesa n controi and
support. ..

SEEK PR IVATE FUN DS
In the absence of such
support USO intends to look to

the '· lay community." private
fo undations. and the federal
government for support m

paying off i ts debts and in
expandi ng its ed ucatio nal
USO pre sident
program s,
Author E . Hughes said at a
confe r ence
ca mpu s press
Wednesday .
plann ed
are
buildings
new
No
as USD 's intention is to keep

the university a small , ··va lueorie nlaled"

instituti on

and

b uil ding s ar e
pr ese n t
co nsidered adequate to handle
the . pl anned five per cent
inc r ease in stud ents a yea r .
USO pr esentl y has 2,500
stud ents.
Related to becomi ng an
independent , private univer sity
wa s the co mpl e ti on of
18
M ay
nego t iatio n s
th e
co r porate l y m erging
College for Women and USO.
both of which shar e th e Alca la

Park campus in Kearny M esa .
MORE EFFICI EN T
The merger , in th e work s for
four years, will allow for

greater

effectiveness

and

avoi d i ng
by
efficie ncy
duplica ti on of ser vices such as

more than one undergradu ate
library, Hughes sai d at th e
press conference . whi ch wa s
also attended by Bi shop M aher.
The mer ger began al th e
urging of students who wanted
and go t coeducational classes
(since 1967 1, although paying
tuition to separate institutions
up until now .
Th e Coll ege for Women wa s
owned and operated by the
Religious of the Sacr ed Hea rt .
while the USD Col lege fo r M en
and School of Law were owned
and operated by the diocese.

" Although still devoted lo the
princi pl es and va lues of Christ
thi s new institution is
comp letely ind ependent ... the
bishop sa id .
" USO simpl y must stand on
it s o wn me rit as an
i nstitutio n , ..
i nd epend ent
Hughes sa id .
F UNDS CUT OFF
Th e bi shop cut off diocese
financial support lo USO
becau se the diocese had "gr ave
fin ancial problem s'' of its own
in suppo rtin g "s piritu al ,
edu ca t io na l and socia l
programs for over 11 0,000
a univer sit y
Ca th oli c s.··
USO
sai d .
s poke s m a n
r equested a gradu al phasing
ou t of finan cia l suppor t over ii
three -year per iod . but the
bi shop deci ded to cut it all nff

al once, the spokesman sa id .
Although USO has f inancial
problems, it " is not on the
ver ge of financia l co llapse ...
Hughes said, say ing that m any
other co lleges and universities
finan ci..il
s imi l a r
have
problems.
Th e school has a $1.2 m il l ion
debt. For the present school
yea r , the operating defi cit is
$225, 000 and is expected to be
less nex t yea r , Hughes said .
USO not onl y mu st r educe its
operating defic it to zero but
also pay off its debts, th e
pre s ide nt sa id . " It 's
mandatory that we do so, .. he
sa id .

$55 per unit, th e spokesm an
sa id. It is hoped th at financial

support from the publi c and the
government will amount to 40
to 50 per cent of th e budget .
Hughes sa id . " Tuition can
never cove r lhe cost of quali ty
educa tion ,·• he sai d.
The school is to mai nt.c1in
strong ties with th e diocese and
the Religiou s of the Sacred
havi ng
by
H ear l
represe ntatives of both on th e
uding
incl
Board of Trustees.
the bishop. In addition pries ts
and Religious of the Sacr ed
Heart member s are to continue
occupying some tea ching and
administrative posit ions. Their
sa lar ies are to be paid fo r by
TUITIO N DAYS
A l p r esen t t he sc hoo l the diocese or the soc iety .
its
Sixty per cent of the school 's
of
r ece ives 85 per cent
revenue from tu ition, whi ch is students are Ca tholic and 40

per cen t ar e non-Cathol ic .
As part of instillin g a "va lue·
orientated '" educ..illoi"! and its
students and in h<:1rmony with
its sm all size, th e school will
accent lea rnin g and teac hing of
individual stud ents as opposed
to being a re search-ori entated
insti tu tion , Hughes sa id .
COMMITTEE SET
h as
un iv e r s it y
Th e
es tab li shed a "Committee l'or
s
fund
aise
r
Excellence " lo help
and " r aise the profil e" of USO
in th e community
Its chai r man . Ri chard P.
Wollm a n, exec utive vice
presiden t of the United States
Nat ional Bank , sa id that USO
fund s f rom
wo ul d see k
pr i vat e
and
gove rn ment
fou ndation s " but our most
important source of fu nd ing

tt
from
come
mu st
community whi ch we sen
the comm unity of San Diego
from individua l and corpori1
donors ··

The pr esent go,il of t
school and the committee 1s
r aise $7,339.800 over a five
seven-yea r period to suppor t
multi-pha sed master plan I
deve lopmen t of educatio n
plan s. Hughes said

GIF'TS SOUG HT

Th e fir st pha se t o
conducted over the rema in i
months of th is year is to r ais1
mini mum of $1. 5 million .
said . Th e fund s arc to co nsis1
gifts from pa r ents, alu m i
business(
corporation s,
foundat ion s and friends of U~
Continued on Page 2A
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SOCIAL CONSCIOUSNESS TO BE STRESSED

USD law school unveils 5-year plan
To serve society. the School
of Law of the University of
San Diego has developed a
five-year
plan
which
stretches from Mexico to
France, its dean announced
yesterday.
Donald T. Wecksteih, dean
and professor of law at the
school, revealed the ID-point
program at a campus conference.
USD law school; largest of
the three rere with 876 stu-

dents, will undergo evolution2ry changes between now and
academ:c year 1977-78 to meet
the challenge:. spawaed in the
turbulent 1960's, said Weck•
stein.
There has been a greater
reliance on the law recently
by more classes of people
who never before thought of
seeking counsel, said the 40year-old dean ,vho arrived on
campus last August.
As a result, law students

Demo appointment tied
to A~ills ouster battle
I
'

SACRAMENTO (UPI) Sen. Lawrence E. Walsh,
D-Huntington Park, was ap•
pointed chairman of the Senate Transportation Committee yesterday in a move
regarded as an attempt to
guarantee his vote to retain
President Pro Tern James R.
Mills, D-San Diego.
Walsh has publicly castigated the Senate leader in the
past, declaring last August,
"I've had it up to my eyeballs
with Mills."
After Walsh 's appointment
by the Rules Committee was
announced, the lawmaker denied it had anything to do
with the Republican challenge to Mills.
"I have not been approached in any way, shape
or form iby Sen. Mills," Walsh
said.
He declared he made no
requests and no commitments regarding the pro
tem contest. "I don't know
what my vote will be," he
said.
Some senators, however,
said privately the appointment was aimed at insuring .:
Walsh's support for Mills,
chairman of the Rules Committee.
Currently the Senate is split
19-19 between Democrats and
Republicans.
.
Sen. John Harmer of. Glendale, GOP caucus chailman,
is seeking to oust Mills: He

needs only two votes from
disgruntled Democrats to
succeed if he can carry all
the Republican votes.
But Harmer said this week
he doubts he could muster 21
votes at this time because of
priority interest in the Senate
in a new plan to reapportion
the state's 40 Senate districts.
Walsh replaced the late
Sen. Tom Carrell, D-San Fernando, as chairman of Transportation.
The committee rules on all
legislation concerning spending of fuel taxes and is heavily lobbied by the highway
construction and trucking industries.
Walsh noted that he has
served on the committee for
six years·and at one time was
vice chairman. He owns a
heavy construction equipment firm in Downey.
.. Mills also announced the
creation of a new committee,
Public Employment and .Retirement, with Sen. James 'E.
Whetmore, R-Buena Park, as
chairman.
All the other chairmen· remained the same as in 1972.

will be taught to be more socially conscious than lawyers
have been in the past, Weckstein explained.
To begin broadening the
outlook of students, the law
school is offering a course in
Paris this year from July 2 to
Aug. 10 in international and
comparative law.
The law school also plans ·to
take part in the university's
program in Guadalajara,
Mexico, the dean said.
There will be an emphasis
on noninformational training,
Weckstein said.
This is for two reasons,
Weckstein said. First, there
is a growing feeling among
law professors around the nation that it is impossible to
cover the field of law in three
years, the traditional length ·
of law school.
Second, many law faculty
. members believe that most of
the laws future lawyers will
work with will be made after
they graduate.
Thus, USD law students
will be trained in counseling,
interviewing,
problem
analysis and solving, according to Weckstein.
He emphasized that USD
lawyers will receive a solid
education in the basic legal
concepts in all fields of law
and will be equipped to research properly.
There will be less classroom work and more individualized instruction, the dean
said. Students will work . in •
law clinics, with real people
with real problems, and also
in simulated situations, the
dean sa id.
·
Weckstein could not put a
price tag on the cost of the
five-year plan, but said the
law school's current budget is
about $1 million.
. The extra cost of the pr<r
gram will be borne by federal, philanthropic and state

grants, and tuition, which
should carry a major share of
the cost, the dean explained.
Following is a summary of
the 10-point program:
- The current enrollment
of 876 will be increased to
1,000 by 1977 without diminishing admissions standards.
- The faculty of 25 fulltime professors will be increased by 14 to reduce the
faculty-student ratio from
40:1 to 25:1.
- The library's 57,000 volumes will be doubled and
housed in a larger building
already on the campus.
- To deal with current social and legal problems,
course work will become
more specialized and new
courses will be created.
- Joint programs will be
set up to include insights and
findings from other disciplines. Law students will
study the humanities and students from other schools at
USD will take certain law
courses.
- The four neighborhood
legal clinics which offer internship programs will be ~nlarged.
··
- A new center will be
created to aid public and social agencies with research
and consultation. The center
will also concern itself with
reform of laws concerning
the sea, Latin America, immigration, criminals, and
protection of the environment.
- A master-of-law program will be developed;
practicing lawyers will be
able to take courses to update
their knowledge; summer
sessions will be expanded and
entering law students will
take a special program to be
offered both day and night.
- An addition is planned
for the library:

laW SChool •DeaflExl)ects
So,dalized legal Services
By MICHAEL SCOTT-BLAIR and more arbitrated set- law students will practice has
Education Writer
tlements will take the place of not been made yet. It will be
The San Diego Union
court actions to an increasing made during their professional I
Socialized legal services, sim- extent, he said. .
.
· career. The schools need to
ilar to socialized medicine will The legal profession has show students how to under- I
probably be available t~ the lear~ed from the. medical pro- stan? the problems of the poor, i
public in the not too distant fu- fes~10n that there 1s no point op- no! Just the law of the rich, he
ture, Dean Donald T. weckstein posmg such a move, Weckstein said.
of the University of San Diego said.
The poor person in the future
School of Law believes.
Also, he said, the legal pro- probably will have the same acBut the attorney of tomorrow ~ession was becon:iing increas- cess to attorneys as the rich
will be more of a social scien- mgly aware of social pressures man before he buys a house,
!ist and less of a lawyer fight• and responding to them.
.
gets marr~ed, or goes into ariy I
mg battles in courtrooms, When_ free legal _services sm~ll b?smess venture, WeckWeckstein said in an interview. were first suggested m some stem said.
'
To meet this change, the USD areas, the mo~e conservative This could be done through
law school has launched a five- groups opposed 1~- But the lead- group insurance schemes to
year plan to broaden the scope e~s _of the _American Bar Asso- provide legal services as ,vell
of the attorney.
ciation pomted to what hap- as government-provided legal
One result is that it miaht pened to th e ~octors when they help, he said.
take less time - maybe o~ly op~;sed Medicare and th e ~t- Such a program will have to
two years - to train the lawyer ~~~ ~si ecided t~ work with be introduced if the country is
of tomorrow instead of the best ~o~ c1::rs }0 mt;odufe t_~e to uphold its posture as a demopr~sent three years, Weckstein Weckstei~1sa~d ree ega ai ' ~ra~ic republi~ recognizing
· said.
·
La sch 01 · . d
h Justice as the right of each inw
o s w1 11
a- d" .d
di
f
.
. Legal charges are far too size· litigation in court e-emp
and con- 1v1 ua1 rega! ess o economic
• high at present, he said. This is centrate more on counseling, means, ~e said.
.
because the overhead costs are r«tional thinking, problem solv- He. said the Sup!eme Court 1s
too ~1gh and p1:esent methods ing and the application of the constantly -stressmg the . need
are hme-consummg.
Jaw in the future, Weckstein for equal t:r~atment under the
In the · future, d_o-it-yourself said.
law of all citizens.
divorces, no-fault insurance, Much of the law that present REAL PROBLEMS
. The law of the future must
relate more to social sciences
and the real problems of life,
he said. This means that paraprofessionals - highly skilled
law clerks - will play an increasing part in a law office,
with the attorney more free to
exercise the law in relation to
other problems of living.
An · attorney of tomorrow
(Continued)
could not just look at an alcopractice. _Now the law schools fidence in the judgments of the
holic as an infringement of a .
are startmg to catch up and courts than they do in certain
section of the , penal code. He .
teach students how 'to handle
..
.
.
would have to consider the
the situation he said.
pohtical bodies for the solution
problem in relation to other soFifteen ye~rs ago, the volume of _major problems," Weckstein
cial factors if he was going to
of the laws was growing so fast said.
do any good, Weckstein said.
l~at experts were beginning to Current neighborhood legal
HAPPENS NOW
tmnk the law schools would clinics and the public and priBut he saw little chance of
have to g_o to four-year ~ourses vate internship programs will
any simplification of the intCl cover 1t all, Weckstem said. be expanded at USD to meet
creasingly complicated laws.
Now they have reversed their the needs of the future he said
"You can't run a complex
thinkil.1g and have_ abandoned The present Jibrar/ of 57,00~
society with simple laws," he ·
ariy p1 etense at trymg to cover volumes will be doubled and
said.
:1:l law.
· moved into another and larger
Experience had shown that
Increasingly, law schools will building. Enrollment now at
longer sentences and harsher ·
provide a basi ~ course in le_gal ~76 (from 2,500 applic~nts), will
punishments have not helped
procedures, skills and require- mcrease to 1,000 in the next five
solve the rising crime problem, .
ments, and then deal in human years, and increased faculty
. the law school dean said. Other
cases and real life situations. hiring will cut the present ratio
social implications have to be
With the basic teaching, stu- of 40 students to each faculty
consi~ered and the attorney
dents will then move into areas member down to 25 to one
must 1m;lude these in his thinkof specializalion.
Weckstein said.
'
ing, he said.
This could lead to con- "We will continue in those avThis is already happening in
sortiums, with all the law enues that have made the law a
(Continued on B-4, Col. Z)
schools in Southern California most respected profession ''
providing the same basic first Weckstein said.
'
ye::ir or two and then for the
student who wanted to specialize, the University of Southern
California could teach tax law,
UCSD cr.iminal law, and USD
marine law, for example, with
transfers between the campuses, Weckstein said,
, But the courts would never
· disappear, he said.
"Every major problem in
America traditionally finishes
up as a legal problem. Maybe
the public has a greater con-
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Law S·c~1ool Dean
En·visions Future

~tJso::gei§;$3o,00o'':
{fo r leg al progrant
\... · · A grant totalling $30,000 · expected to participate for
~ has been approved for the credit In the · clir ical
~ University of San · Diego . program .in
the · fall
~ School of Law's Legal
semester.
. .
Clinic program by the
The present five~yeai -old
Council of Legal Education · program consists of the
for Professional Respon- operation of four legal
sibility, Inc . (CLEPR) . clinical' offices ·which are
according to Dean Donald . run by the Law School and
~ T. Weckstein. . ·
· one college student group ·
.
Commencing Aug. 1, the , . legal service office"
Students offer the full
grant will extend for two ·
academic years and will be range of legal represenused to increase the clinic's tation to indigent · clients
and several field placement
faculty.
According to Weckstein, ·· offices in the agencies
"CLEPR funds will pay involvi ng cdmin al
parf of the salaries of two . prosecution and criminal
full-time • clinical in- defense work. .
.
Th~. improved · program
structors in law, two adjunct professors to teach will totally' involve the law
academic components and student for a full semester
two affiliated professors in the supervised practice
who will conduct seminars of law.
This is the first time the ·
ahd work with students on
university
has been the ,
clinic cases." . ,·
beneficiary of a CLEPR ·
At least 90 students are
grant.

l

*
,1qJ1f . .
*
*
.1/ A $30,000 grant was' approved for

the

University of San Diego School of Law's
~ legal clinic progra m by the Counci! on
....J L e g a l
education
f?r
Profess10nal
~ Responsibility Inc. Startmg A\1g. l, . the
':."l fup ds will e used for expansion of the
fiv e-year program in wl11ch 90 students
\~ participa te. Four legal clink ot:ficcs ~re
-.. train ing grounds for student s, who rccc,vc
:::---C redit in r eturn for legal reprc:;c;nt at, 011
~. to indigent c.:li ent s and they .wor)c _in
~ placement offices· involving c r I m 1 n a I
· -prosecuti on And clefcn,:e wo rk. The rnoncy
~\ will initially go . to •ard hiring professor s
'<) and instructor s for the dinic program.
.
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•

*

*

.

· 1/9/1t/', .,·" ·:.· ,.· *

: .' 1 . A

$~0,000

*:· ·* · ·

· :·: '

'·:· .1

·

"!a/ apptov~d ._:'f~r

grant

the .a)
\:. Umvers1~,' of. San' Diego
ScJ1ool •?f. ~aw's
I:\. leg al · chm~ ,program
~L eg a I ,,,,, education , byfor' the · Connc1l on ·
··'· ·:Professional ·
~ ~~spqn$ibHity Inc. Sta
tting ·. Aug. •1, . the ;
fupds wil k ,e used .for . exp
'five:-year. . ,program' in whichansion . of the .'
' 90,' stu4ents ..
· participate.:,. fou r ·tegal
. -..;,_ trainirm , groupds . for stu . clinic . offices . are . ',r
dents; ''Who · receive . ·1
•:7l"cted~t _in r,eH1r!1 · f?r,. legc
'1, .tq md1gent ,, c!1ent~ . and ,1I ;'represehta~i~n •·. 1
they ,. 1wio.rk m . ;
A. ph{cement otfices •inv9
lv~
rlg
. c r i mi rl a l · ··
.·~ ·pros~Ut\Ori aod . def~n~~
wo
rk.;
'.fhe niqri.ey .,\'
. -~ :~m ,lni_tia\lY. i,8Cl/,·:t ~,varp
1 an~ :· ~hstrucfors :fof ,: tt :- h~rfn~ .• ptbfes~ors i -'\
dim e prograi:t1 , ·
·. ,!
' ' .... ,fl ,',.,• 1-',
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Sunday, April 21 , 1974

UNIVERSITY ACREAGE
REZONED FOR HOMES

1

The City Council has rezoned about 1113 acres of
Universit y of San Diego land in Linda Vista , approving a
compromise zoning to satisfy school officials and neighbors.
About half of the land, near Linda Vista Road at Colusa
Street, was rezoned from apartment to single-family
residential use to keep within the charact~r of the
neighborhood.
The so-called tableland in .the area was rezoned to
allow future development of an apartment complex as
desired by the university.
"This will give us the opportunity to continue with our
PRD (Planned Residential Development) and with a plan
acceptable to our neighbors," said school president Dr.
Author Hughes.
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103 Pass
Exam
For Bar
Tucsonan Makes
Highest Score
PHOENIX (AP) Just
over half of the 198 persons
taking the bar examination
earlier thi s year have been
recommended to th e Arizona
Supreme Court for admission .
the State Bar of Ari:iK>na announced Wednesday .
All en Gregory Minker, of
Tucson , who was graduated
from the University of San
Diego's law college, received
the highest score. .J ames Hazlett Binns .Jr., of Phoenix . a
Harvard law school graduate.
wa s second , followed by Ronald Edward Lowe, of Phoenix , also a llarvard graduate.
Th e admission date for success ful candidates ha s brrn
set by th e Arizona Supreme
Court for 10 ,t.m . April 27 at
Arizon a State Univor sit v
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· . Three : Jlniv~rslty ,;:of; Sap ·
1Diego ··Jaw ..stude'rits' . '. have· '
qualifie4 fo 'enter till National
Moot :C9urt Cotnpetition, .thla ·j
: week iri New York Clijr: Justice •• j
Thurgood M~rshaU of the u .s. I
;supreme ' Cl)urt' . wUl 'preside' I
lover the iinal round. · .· -·• , .. ', .
L Crystaf 0'{.:oi;irteJI, Jl>hh '
,i Thelan, and Michael Wickham,
\third-year .· ·,s_tuderits: .: will ..
tcompete ·h'I' ~~, inter-law ~hoo, . ,
,cqmpetlt}on.. . . . ·, . t · .
r. . ,- .,::.s,.;: -, , . t·r·~~·.';,~ :'.>t\::~~--:·: l;· 1
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USD Offers Law.
Program In .Paris
: The University of San
Diego School of Law will cosponsor: .asummer law program op . international and
comparative law in Paris, ,
France from .July 1-Aug, 13.
Conducted in cooperation
with the Centre d'Etudes Juridiques, Politiques et
f<~conomiques of the Institut
Catholique de Paris, the
summer program Is the only
English-language prograni ·
for these subjects offered In :
Paris. ·
Herbert Lazerow, USO associate dean, said the program will be expanded over
. last year's offering of four
tlffcc-crcdlt -course to in, elude two other one-credit
. courses.

